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suite of solutions and services led by our seasoned team of professionals who can recognize and provide for all your
security needs.

Given a choice between towers and in walls I would choose towers all day long. You also are going to need a
sub or subs. Are you planning on putting them behind the screen as well or out in the room. You could also do
quality bookshelves and let the subs do the heavy lifting. As for the Truaudio stuff it appears to be a contractor
grade or installer grade meaning you could probably do much better. Specs for your budget n layout would
help. Again my opinion only. Yes, I am looking to go with an AT screen, and would like to have the speakers
behind the screen. I am willing to consider having towers with only the center behind the screen, or building
an extension from the wall to be installed on which would open up space behind it for "standard" speakers.
Budget is still in the works. Screen masking might throw a huge wrench into the budget. Originally Posted by
Bill Fitzmaurice Towers are fine if you have no subs, but otherwise are wasted space and dollars. The best
arrangement is good speakers, tuned to give the best results above 70Hz, walled in, along with subs. I have
mono-price in-walls for my current 7. I have definitely heard better, but have also had a lot worse. I will
definitely have a sub, probably 2, possibly Originally Posted by ttlnb In wall speakers which can also be
called baffle mounted speakers and have a lot of advantages over towers or book shelf speakers. There are a
few disadvantages though. However, you can toe in the wall if doing construction of the room. Another
disadvantage is the studs might not line up where the speakers will be best placed, again not a problem if
doing room construction. A good in wall speaker should have its own enclosure or a back box it fits into. This
will give predictable sound from the speaker. Speakers sound different depending on the size box they are
placed. But, open back speakers are common with many in wall speakers. So you might have a decent installer
which can be tough to find. The advantages of in wall speakers is you get about db more output compared to a
free standing speaker with the same components and internal volume. You do not get wall interference from
the front wall when using an in wall speaker and you do not get cabinet diffraction as the sound waves reach
the edge of the speaker cabinet. This can give a better off axis response and no dips in the response from
interference with the back wall. I forget the technical terms on what this is called. Surrounds on the walls if
possible. Ceiling speakers for surrounds work OK if you do not have good wall placements. Speakers behind
an AT screen is definitely the best way to get the best sound. Nothing beats the sound coming from the screen.
Good luck in your project. Will definitely wire the ceiling for Atmos and surrounds will go on the wall good
placement will be available. Are there any good in-walls that you would recommend?
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Tower Lodge offers outstanding healthcare in a comfortable and pleasant environment with beautiful accommodations
and fine amenities. Tower Lodge is conveniently located in Monmouth County, in close proximity to Jersey shore
Medical Center, Monmouth Medical Center, and CentraState Medical Center.

Rectangular towers[ edit ] Square or rectangular towers are easy to construct and give a good amount of usable
internal space. Their disadvantage is that the corners are vulnerable to mining. Despite this vulnerability,
rectangular towers continued to be used, and Muslim military architecture generally favoured them. Round
towers, also called drum towers, [2] are more resistant to siege technology such as sappers and projectiles than
square towers. The round front is more resistant than the straight side of a square tower, just as a load-bearing
arch. This principle was already understood in antiquity. The semicircular side the one facing the attacker
could resist siege engines, while the rectangular part at the back gives internal space and a large fighting
platform on top. Armenian castles such as Lampron also favoured this style. Polygonal towers[ edit ] A
common form is the octagonal tower, used in some bergfrieds and at Castel del Monte in Italy. There are also
hybrid shapes. Towers with specific functions[ edit ] Wall towers, also known as mural towers, provide
flanking fire from crossbows or other projectile weapons to a straight part of the curtain wall. Corner towers
enfilade the two adjoining wall faces. If corner towers are far apart, additional flanking towers may be added
between them. Towers in an outer curtain wall are often open at the back. Particularly large towers are often
the strongest point of the castle: As the gate is always a vulnerable point of a castle, towers may be built near
it to strengthen the defences at this point. In crusader castles, there is often a gate tower , with the gate passage
leading through the base of the tower itself. In European castles, it is more common to have flanking towers
on either side of the gatehouse. A rectangular and a round tower projecting from the wall at Krak des
Chevaliers. Octagonal corner towers at Castel del Monte, Apulia. Wall towers and square gate tower at the
Citadel of Aleppo.
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fortifications, such as castles, along with curtain walls. Castle towers can have a variety of different shapes and fulfil
different functions.

Once outside, immediately head down to kindle and activate the High Wall of Lothric bonfire. From here there
are two paths â€” one with a dragon on it left with the door from Firelink Shrine at your back and one without.
The main path forward is the left one, with the dragon, but if you go right first you can grab a very useful item.
First look for a little gap in the walls of this circular area, on the opposite side from the dragon. If you make
some noise on the ledge you may pull one dog from below, which is also helpful. Take the stairs down and try
to aggro the second dog so you can deal with it alone before advancing. The real worry is the two tall enemies
patrolling here; one from the tower ahead, and another on the stairs to the left of the path. Be wary when you
first approach one. Depending on where you engage, you may attract the attention of the other. Once the two
tall guys are down, head down those stairs on the left to battle an ordinary grunt he tries to ambush you by
sitting still and grab the Soul of a Deserted Corpse. This next area is nasty. Among the passives is a
crossbowman you want to put down fast â€” but be very careful, because one of the passives is actually a
snake beast, something like Iudex Gundyr. If you run up and start flailing your sword it will aggro and begin
to transform, and you only have bare moments to prepare for its attack. One tactic is to rush in and kill the
crossbowman, then immediately retreat before the snake beast can attack you. The monster does not like to
leave the tower top so if things go badly you can always flee and wait for it to lose interest in you, then give it
a smack from behind. If it is lured all the way down the stairs, it may get stuck going back up â€” which is
fantastic for cheesing. These weird enemies usually drop a Titanite Shard the first time you beat one, but the
bad news is they respawn. Path to the dragon From the bonfire, head towards the grey dragon. The safest way
forward is to move up to attack the grunt on the right while carefully avoiding the passives, then retreat back
to the stairs. The overseer will advance and set off the alarm, but only one grunt will answer his call. Battle
them both at the stairs for an easy win. Pass into the dark room down the short stairs and immediately head left
to kill the grunt seated on the floor. Circle the room in a clockwise direction to loot two firebombs and spot a
shield grunt waiting to ambush you from behind some crates. Climb up and dispatch the overseer, then look
for another set of stairs leading further up. Up here you can collect the Binoculars, which you can use to look
around in first-person view. Pass through the window to grab two Gold Pine Resin. Take the ladder down.
Make sure you have lots of health now. There are two paths to bypass the dragon: We recommend taking the
lower path first, then returning to clear the upper area after the next bonfire. Getting past the dragon is pretty
easy. Look for the flames that persist on the ground after the breath passes. On the lower path, these are
harmless. Equip the East-West shield for added fire resistance in case you time your run wrong, then edge
right to the border of the flames, wait for the breath to pass, and sprint. You can avoid fighting the knight
while you kill two grunts and collect a Soul of a Deserted Corpse. However you get past him, proceed through
the open doorway into the tower interior, watching out for the thief on the left. These guys can throw knives
and attack rapidly with daggers. Three firebombs are sitting on a narrow beam here; before you risk life and
limb collecting them, take the exit anti-clockwise of the entrance you used and climb to the top of the tower to
activate a the Tower on the Wall bonfire. You can grab a Titanite Shard in the corner of this area. Continue via
Tower on the Wall to Voldt of the Boreal. Take the stairs down and observe the chest. If you try to open it or
attack it a few times, and it turns hostile, revealing its true nature. If it survives, battle it down below or run for
the ladder in the previous tower to get out of its reach and pepper it with arrows and firebombs. Aggro the
Mimic with an arrow, then cheese it. When you take the Mimic down, it drops a Deep Battle Axe. Chase off
the dragon This is only possible if you have a bow. Climb part way up the stairs to the upper path and drop
down to the wooden platform on the side. Between bursts of fire, pop out and ping the dragon in the closest
part of its wing. With dexterity of 19 and wooden arrows â€” the cheapest ones you can buy â€” you should do
about 45 to 50 damage with each shot. The dragon will leave after about 60 arrows. When the dragon leaves
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you can explore the bridge and collect the treasures there â€” a Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse, Claymore,
Ember and any random loot dropped by the grunts and tall enemies killed by fire.
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Tower on the Wall to Vordt of the Boreal From the Tower on the Wall bonfire, head down one level and
re-enter the tower. If you rested or travelled, the ambushing thief will have respawned, but you can avoid
fighting the knight again just by letting him walk away a bit before engaging the thief. Descend the stairs and
kill the two thieves. Exit the tower on this level and move slowly forward until a shield grunt climbs up from
the opposite side. Lure him back towards you before killing him, then grab a Soul of a Deserted Corpse in a
corner. Take the ladder, and then very carefully approach the group of passives on the rooftop to collect the
firebombs. Without disturbing them, with your back to the way you came, head down the rooftops hugging the
left border. Unfortunately passing this area wakes up the snake beast among the passives you passed by a
moment below. Stay a good way back from the ladder, though, as some of its attacks will hit you through
stone. Another crossbowman is waiting around the corner to shoot you when you attack the first one, and two
grunts will climb up over the walls to defend the second crossbowman. You can walk along here and collect a
couple of black firebombs. Alternately, use a ranged attack on the crossbowman to aggro both enemies, then
fight the melee guy outside. Your reward is a Titanite Shard, though. Go back to the room the knight was
patrolling and hug the left wall to find a Soul of a Deserted Corpse. A short optional diversion: You can run
down this path and collect some Green Blossom, then clear more rubbish at the end to drop down to a crate
with an Astora Straight Sword. Dropping right down into all of them at once is pretty risky at low levels.
Search near the stairs for a path leading to a corridor leading around the upper edges of the room. There are
two grunts here, but also a chest with a Silver Eagle Kite Shield. On the bottom floor, grab the Titanite Shard
hidden in the fireplace near the stairs and the Estus Shard from one side of the room. This is a very precious
item you can give to Andre at Firelink Shrine in return for an extra swig of Estus during each life. Kill it and
you can grab the Cell Key from the corpse. This is a dead end. You have two choices from here: Exit this
room via the balcony, cheesing the hulking knight from this perch or dropping down to duel him. However
you get down here and defeat the knight, search around for two Embers and a Rapier, being wary of the one
corpse that comes back to life just a grunt, fortunately. Dash up the stairs and slaughter him, then turn to face
the grunt who will almost certainly aggro from below to come for you. Grab the Soul of a Deserted Corpse on
your left to start, then study the layout. The stairs to the right and down lead to a boss. Up goes to the
cathedral. There are two knights patrolling the stairs and a third knight on a side path opposite the entrance to
this area. The easiest way to reach the cathedral is to sneak past the two knights and fight the third one. This
also allows you to collect the Lucerne weapon here. If you do want to take down all the knights in this area, it
gives you a chance to have a go at the one with the blue cape down the left hand path as you face the cathedral
doors. Emma, High Priestess of Lothric Castle. Talk to her a second time to receive the Way of Blue sigil.
Your next stop is to unlock the shortcut. Head back to the stairs where you fought the crossbowman and his
buddy. Previously you took some stairs to a couple of treasures; this time you want to keep going forward to
an open courtyard. All but the initial bait are very weak, and you can run back the way you came to lose them,
making it easy to engage them one by one. Take the elevator in the room beyond the courtyard it activates
when you step on the plate to grab six Throwing Knives and unlock a gate leading back to the High Wall of
Lothric bonfire. Backtracking across the rooftops is not recommended if you left the snake beast alive. From
Tower on the Wall, descend two levels, killing the three thieves and optionally the knight you meet on the way
if you used a bonfire. Take the ladder down to the bottom floor. A tall guy is waiting here. These really hurt,
especially when they hit explosive barrels, so be careful. You can collect eight Throwing Knives from a corpse
here. Continue along the path until you reach a locked door you can open with the Cell Key. After your chat,
Greirat will move to Firelink Shrine, downstairs from Andre. He sells all sorts of good stuff and you can
expand his inventory; see our NPC guide for more information. Vordt of the Boreal Valley.
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Tower Lodge is situated in scenic Wall, New Jersey, minutes away from the Garden State Parkway, yet peaceful and
serene. Our pastoral grounds are occasionally frequented by deer and rabbits, much to the delight of our residents.

Chapter 6 : Walls of Tallinn - Wikipedia
Wall Street Tower offers more than just an apartment home, it offers a worry-free city lifestyle unique from any other
residential apartment community.

Chapter 7 : Tower Lodge Care Center - 12 Photos - Wall Senior Living
Wallstreet Tower is a new level of living. Imagine throwing a poolside BBQ before you and your friends stroll a block up
the street to see a major concert event live at the Sprint Center.

Chapter 8 : Wallstreet Tower Condos of Kansas City, MO | Walnut St
The Walls of Tallinn are the medieval defensive walls constructed around the city of Tallinn in Estonia. History [ edit ]
The first wall around Tallinn was ordered to be constructed by Margaret Sambiria in and for that reason, it was known as
the Margaret Wall.

Chapter 9 : The Nine Towers (Lucerne) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvis
Continue via Tower on the Wall to Voldt of the Boreal. Optional treasure hunting There are two things we want to do
between High Wall of Lothric and Tower on the Wall: kill a Mimic and chase off.
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